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Abstrat
A transition in a spheroidal partile from the paraeletri to the ferroeletri
phase as well as dynami suseptibility are studied without approximation in
the paraphase. It is assumed that the surfae harge is ompensated and the
boundary ondition for the polarisation is P = 0, i. e. with zero polarisation
at the surfae of the partile. There is an innite number of resonane frequen-
ies in the dynami dieletri funtion within the quasistati approximation.
The paraphase properties of the dieletri response of the partile are disussed.
The transition temperature dereases with dereasing diameter d of the partiles
inverse quadratially. There exists suh a ritial diameter that for the parti-
les with the diameter below the ritial one the ferroeletri phase is absent.
Comparison of the experiment with theoretial results is arried out. Introdu-
tion of a dead layer thikness leads to a very good agreement of theory with
the experiment for PbT iO3 and to a good agreement with the experimentfor
BaT iO3.
2
1 Introdution
Disordered ferroeletris and antiferroeletris have infrared, mirowave and
Raman spetra with their harateristi features whih are not present in the
ordered ferroeletris and antiferroeletris. Disorder in these materials may be
of a dierent type. Stoihiometri order-disorder type systems are the best stud-
ied materials of the mentioned type [1℄, [2℄ and [3℄. Other type of order-disorder
system are those materials in whih two types of ions interhange their posi-
tions at high temperatures. At lower temperatures there exists a freezing of their
positions. When the freezing is theoretially very slow, this may be ahieved
pratially by an annealing proess at whih the ions order, see in [2℄ and the
referenes therein. The low-temperature phase is the ferroeletri phase. A sim-
ilar type of materials are rystal-glass miroomposites. The nonstohiometri
solid solutions in whih one omponent is a ferroeletri type material and the
other is a non-ferroeletri, or antiferroeletri type material form another lass
of order-disorder systems with ferroeletri or antiferroeletri properties. Their
strutural form or the form of lusters with dierent dieletri properties are
usually of the nanoomposite form. New methods of the preparations of mate-
rials have lead in the last years to a possibility to obtain nanostrutural type of
the order-disorder materials [2℄.
We studied the dieletri response of miroomposites of the ferroeletri-
dieletri type in our papers [4℄ and [5℄. A two-phase omposite of ferroeletri-
dieletri partiles was studied as onerning the dieletri response within the
quasistati approximation. Maxwell-Garnett theory, eetive medium theory
and Bergman representation enabled us to alulate the dieletri funtion for
a miroomposite. The dynami and stati properties of suh omposites have
been reported in these papers. There is present a distribution of polar modes
due to their presene in the original ferroeletri omponent in the bulk form and
due to the presene of geometrial resonanes. New low-frequeny peaks appear
due to the phenomenon of the geometri resonane. Their properties are de-
pendent on the distribution of ferroeletri and non-ferroeletri lusters whih
perolate the material. The soft mode below the perolation transition within a
state where at least one innite ferroeletri luster is present does not hange
its frequeny depending on the onentration of the non-ferroeletri material
whatever its strength hanges. The soft mode disappears above the perola-
tion transition, where there is no innite ferroeletri luster present. Thus
the soft mode beomes a hard mode. Let us note that presene of the mul-
tirelaxation phenomenon in the ferroeletri-dieletri omposites of the type
mentioned above has its origin in the presene of ferroeletri lusters with a
distribution of their geometrial and topologial properties. In materials of the
order-disorder type with a regular rystal struture there is a possibility to nd
multirelaxation phenomenon due to other reasons [6℄, [7℄ and [8℄ where the om-
plex dieletri funtion was alulated using semiempirial Bloh equations. A
perturbation and a non-perturbation approahes were used to alulate a diele-
tri funtion, and the multirelaxation phenomenon was found. Its origin is due
to presene of dispersion-less exitations in ferroeletri order-disorder materials
with an inommensurate phase present at a given temperature. Clusters with an
inommensurate modulation of the ferroeletri order parameter were observed
[9℄ not only in dipolar glasses mentioned in [3℄, but also in Zr0.98Hf0.02T iO4
eramis exhibiting an inommensurate-ommensurate phase transition due to
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ourene of small polar-like regions (the domains within the inommensurate
struture surrounded by disommensurations whih appear upon ooling down
from higher temperatures below some ritial one). It is interesting that there
exists a similarity in response of magneti quantum systems with inommen-
surably modulated phases and order-disorder systems with an inommensurate
phase [10℄. In these magneti systems it was shown theoretially [11℄ that in
the quantum magneti inommensurably modulated system exist dispersionless
exitations and that their presene may explain the observed Al-NQR and ther-
modynami anomalies observed in CeAl2 [12℄ and [13℄, and in Ga-NMR study
of the low-energy exitations in NdGa2 [14℄ and [15℄.
In dieletris the dieletri funtion behaviour of a omposite depends not
only on properties of innite and nite lusters, but also on the partiles from
whih the omposite is formed as well as on their possible domain wall struture
of the order parameter. The size eet on the ferroeletri phase transition
in PbT iO3 ultrane partiles was experimentally studied in [16℄, namely the
size dependene of the transition temperature. The dierene in the ritial
temperature for the bulk and for the partile with diameter d is found to be
Tc∞ − Tc(d) = C(d−dc) , where the onstant C is C = 588.5oC nm and the value
for the parameter of tting alled ritial diameter dc of the partile dc = 12.6
nm for PbT iO3 was found. Note that it is not this ritial diameter at whih
the ferroeletri phase in the partile vanishes. Here Tc∞ is the bulk transition
temperature, Tc(d) is the partile transition temperature. Similar eets were
observed (in earlier works) in KDP [17℄ and in BaT iO3 [18℄.
In [19℄ the surfae eets on the phase transitions in ferroeletris are studied
using a phenomenologial theory desribing the hange of the loal spontaneous
polarisation in the viinity of the free surfae of a ferroeletri thin lm. The
lm is kept between metalli eletrodes. Depolarising eld eets redue the de-
viation of this loal polarisation from its bulk value as ompared to the surfae
eets on phase transitions in other systems. The ritial exponents desribing
the behavior of the loal polarisation in the viinity of the Curie-Weiss temper-
ature Tc(d) are the same as the bulk exponents. Only the ritial amplitudes
are hanged.
The Landau theory of phase transitions in thik lms is developed in [20℄
for a one-omponent order parameter. The boundary onditions at the sur-
faes of a lm with thikness L are given by means of an extrapolation length
δ. The exat expressions are given for the ritial temperature and the order
parameters prole in terms of ellipti funtions, and the nature of the phase
transition is disussed. The dependene of the rystal struture on the partile
size in BaT iO3 is studied in [21℄. The Curie-Weiss temperature of BaT iO3
powder has been investigated in the partile size range from 0.1 to 1.0 µm. The
transformation from the ferroeletri tetragonal to the paraeletri ubi sym-
metry ours at the ritial partile size of 0.12 µm at room temperature, and
the Curie-Weiss temperature drops below the room temperature at the ritial
partile size. In [22℄ the size driven phase transition in ferroeletri partiles is
studied. The spatial distribution and size dependene of the polarisation is al-
ulated numerially. Theoretial values for the ritial diameter dc in BaT iO3
and PbT iO3 are ompared with experimental values. The surfae layer thik-
ness δ depends on the partile size. The predited ritial size of the partiles
is smaller than that from the experiment. In [23℄ the size dependene of the
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ferroeletri transition of small BaT iO3 partiles is studied taking into aount
the eet of depolarisation. The depolarisation energy is redued in a rystal
that ontains domains of dierent polarisation. Authors are onsidering ubi
partiles with alternating domains separated by 180o domain walls. The de-
polarisation energy and the domain-wall energy ontributions are taken into
aount in the Landau-Ginzburg free-energy density. Assuming a hyperboli
tangent polarisation prole aross the domain wall, the domain-wall energy and
the domain-wall half thikness an be obtained by minimizing domain free en-
ergy with respet to this thikness. BaT iO3 is not a perfet insulator, therefore
a Shottky spae harge layer on the surfae that shields the interior of the
rystal from the depolarisation eld is onsidered. The equilibrium polarisation
P and the domain width Dw are found. The results show that the ferroeletri
transition temperature of small partiles an be substantially lower than that of
the bulk transition temperature as a result of the depolarisation eet. Conse-
quently, at a temperature below the bulk transition temperature, the dieletri
onstant an peak at a ertain ube size L. The results agree with the existing
experimental observations. Aording to the authors the theory an also be
applied to other ferroeletri materials suh as KH2PO4 or PbT iO3. Omit-
ting the gradient term, [24℄, in the free energy expansion, the nonrystalline
surfae layer and depolarisation eet lead to the ritial temperature depen-
dene Tc(d) = Tc∞ − 6Dδa0d where D is onneted with the orrelation length ζ:
D = ζ2a0 | T − Tc |, a0 is the oeient from the Landau expansion, d is the
diameter of the partile. Thus a phenomenologial study of the size eet on
the phase transitions in ferroeletri partiles was done. Spontaneous polari-
sation dependene on the diameter d in spherial partiles is studied using the
Landau phenomenologial theory. The spatial distribution of the polarisation
is obtained numerially. A size-driven phase transition is found. In [25℄ the
thikness dependene of the dieletri suseptibility of ferroeletri thin lms
was studied within a phenomenologial theory. If the spontaneous polarisation
is redued in the surfae layer, the mean suseptibility of the lm inreases with
the derease of the lm thikness. A size-driven phase transition will take plae
at the ritial thikness. If the temperature-driven phase transition of the bulk
is of the seond-order type, the size-driven transition will be aompanied by
a dieletri divergene. If it is the rst-order, a nite dieletri peak will ap-
pear. If the spontaneous polarisation is enhaned in the surfae layer, the mean
suseptibility of the lm dereases with the derease in the lm thikness. No
size-driven phase transition and hene no dieletri anomaly will our in this
ase. In [26℄ the size driven phase transition in nanorystalline BaT iO3 was
studied. Nanorystalline powders of BaT iO3 with a narrow size distribution
were produed. The powder onsisted of the rystallite sizes whose dimensions
ranged from 10 nm to 1 µm. The paraeletri-ferroeletri phase transition was
found to disappear below a ritial rystallite size of 49 nm. In aordane
with this observation a strutural transition towards a ubi symmetry beame
apparent in the x-ray diratograms.
The size-indued diuse phase transition in the nanorystalline ferroeletri
PbT iO3 has been studied experimentally in [27℄. The size eets were found
to beome important only below 100 nm (the oherently dirating x-ray do-
main size). The tetragonal distortion of the unit ell related to the spontaneous
polarisation dereases exponentially with size and vanishes at 7 nm. Tc(d) de-
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reases gradually but the transition beomes inreasingly diuse alongside of a
diminishing size from 80 to 30 nm. The ferroeletri ordering probably persists
down to 7 nm.
The size eets on ells in ferroeletri lms are studied in [28℄ within the
phenomenologial theory. The lateral size dependene of the Curie-Weiss tem-
perature and the polarisation is obtained and the stability of the ferroeletriity
of the ells is disussed. The phase-transition behavior of the spontaneous po-
larisation and suseptibility of the ferroeletri thin lms is studied in [29℄ that
is based on the Ising model in the transverse eld. Modiation of the ex-
hange onstant and the transverse eld in the surfae layer might lead to the
spontaneous polarisation and the Curie-Weiss temperature hanging in a dier-
ent diretion as well as in the same diretion aording [29℄. The Curie-Weiss
temperature of the lms an be enhaned, then the temperature dependene
of the spontaneous polarisation shows a tail-like struture. There exist two
peaks in the suseptibility-temperature urve in this ase. One is loated at the
Curie-Weiss temperature of the lms. The intensity of this peak dereases with
inreasing lm thikness. The other peak is around the bulk Curie-Weiss point.
The intensity of this peak inreases with inreasing lm thikness. The theory
[29℄ gives a reasonable desription of the experimental fats for the triglyine
sulfate (TGS) thin lms.
Surfae eets and size eets for ferroeletris with the rst-order phase
transition are studied in [30℄. The ontribution of surfae to the free-energy
expression was studied for the transverse Ising model with four-spin intera-
tions taken into onsideration. It was shown that a P 4 term should be added
to the surfae terms in the free-energy expression. The surfae and size eet
on polarisation and Curie-Weiss temperature were studied using the newly de-
veloped free-energy expression. Experimental results were disussed using the
free-energy expression. In [31℄ the nite size eet in ferroeletris results in a
strutural instability. This leads to a limitation of physial sizes and dimensions
of materials in whih eletri dipoles an be sustained. The size dependene on
the Curie-Weiss temperature is alulated with onsideration of rystallographi
anisotropy. The mean-eld theory gives that the limitation of the transverse
ritial sizes is strongly dependent upon the thikness. The limitation of the
ritial thikness is also losely assoiated with the transverse ritial sizes.
In [32℄ a new phenomenologial theory of size eets in ultrane ferroeletri
partiles of PbT iO3 is disussed. This model is taking size eets on the phe-
nomenologial Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire oeients into onsideration and
an suessfully explain the observed size eets on the Curie-Weiss tempera-
ture, /a ratio, and thermal and dieletri properties of the lead-titanate-type
ferroeletri partiles. Theoretial and experimental results for PbT iO3 ne
partiles are ompared and disussed. The relationship between this model and
the model of Zhong et al. [24℄ is disussed. In [33℄ the size eets on ferro-
eletriity of ultrane partiles of PbT iO3 have been studied by high resolution
transmission eletron mirosopy. The diameter of the ultrane ferroeletri
lead titanate partiles is ranging from 20 to 2000 nm. The rystal struture,
surfae morphology, domain-wall struture and surfae reonstrution have been
studied. All the partiles had tetragonal struture. The lattie onstants /a
ratio and the domain size derease with dereasing partile size. The partiles
beame monodomain when their diameter was 4.2 - 20 nm. A domain wall
width of 14Åwas dedued for the 90o domain walls.
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Grain-size eets on the ferroeletri behavior of dense nanorystallineBaT iO3
eramis are studied in [34℄. A progressive redution of the tetragonal distortion,
the heat of transition, the Curie-Weiss temperature and the relative dieletri
onstant have been studied with grain size dereasing from 1200 to 50 nm. A-
ording to the authors, the orrelations between the grain size, the tetragonal
distortion, and the ferroeletri properties strongly support the existene of an
intrinsi size eet. From the experimental trends the ritial size for disap-
pearane of ferroeletriity has been evaluated to be from 10 to 30 nm. The
strong depression of the relative permittivity observed for the nanorystalline
eramis is asribed by the authors to the ombination of the intrinsi size ef-
fet and to the size-dependent dilution eet of a grain boundary dead layer.
Size eets on Curie-Weiss temperature of ferroeletri partiles were studied in
[35℄ within a model without any free adjustable parameters. The model predits
that Tc dereases with dereasing partile size. The preditions of the model are
in agreement with experimental results for PbT iO3 and BaT iO3. For similar
studies see also [36℄.
Inuene of the domain wall struture on the dieletri response inKH2PO4
type rystals was studied in [37℄, where one an nd also referenes to domain
wall dynamis eets in KDP and CsH2AsO4. In this type of the materials the
domain walls freeze-in below some temperature and a multirelaxation behaviour
of the dieletri funtion is observed. The Landau theory of 180o domain walls in
BaT iO3 type ferroeletri partiles was studied reently in [38℄ for the partiles
of the retangular form. It was assumed that the surfae harge is ompletely
ompensated. The experimentally found temperature dependene on the size
of the partile is more preisely desribed by a domain wall if the sixth-order
term in the Landau free-energy expansion is taken into aount [38℄. Diele-
tri onstant and orrelation length of ferroeletri partiles in the paraeletri
phase was studied in [39℄. The nite size of a partile inuenes the temperature
dependene of the dieletri onstant and the orrelation length. The deviation
from the Curie-Weiss law in the ferroeletri partiles originates from the de-
rease of the long-range orrelation. Glinhuk et al. [40℄ studied variationaly
the depolarisation and the surfae tension eets for polarization, suseptibility
and ritial temperature Tc(d) diameter dependene for spherial partiles.
In this paper we are studying other soures of the observed ompliated mul-
tirelaxation behaviour of the dynami suseptibility in ferroeletri-dieletri
omposites by analytial alulations. Phase transition in a spheroidal partile
from the paraeletri to the ferroeletri phase as well as a dynami susepti-
bility are aeted by the spheroidal (more generally by ellipsoidal) shape of the
ferroeletri partiles. Assuming that the surfae harge had been ompensated,
the spheroidal shape does not lead to plane polarisation waves due to the sur-
fae eet: the boundary ondition in a spheroidal partile with a surfae layer
lead to a multirelaxation response. There is an innite number of responding
modes, thus there is also an innite number of resonane frequenies. It is the
aim of this paper to disuss namely these eets of the shape of a ferroeletri
partile on its dieletri response. Firstly we desribe a model whih enables
us to alulate a dynami dieletri funtion within quasistati approximation.
Deriving dynami equations for the order parameter, the eletri polarisation
vetor omponents, we disuss the paraphase properties of the response. As a
result we nd multirelaxation behaviour of the dieletri suseptibility in the real
representation. It is then easy to nd frequeny dependent form of the diele-
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tri suseptibility of a spheroidal partile. Its form enables us to nd resonane
frequenies, their number is innite. Consequently the transition temperature
dependene on the partile diameter and on other parameters of the model may
be found easily and ompared with the experimental results.
2 Model
Let x be a generalized dipole length of the normal polarisation mode with an
eetive harge q. The one-omponent order parameter P, eletri polarisation
omponent, has the form P=xq. Let m be an eetive mass of the mode. The
relaxation equation has the form whih follows from the free energy F for the
systems of the fourth order in the order parameter P, see in [22℄:
F =
∫
dv[
A
2
P 2 +
B
4
P 4 +
D
2
(∇P )2] +
∫
ds[
D
2
P 2
δ
]−
∫
dv[E.P ] (1)
The rst part of the equation (1) is a volume ontribution to the free energy,
the seond one is a surfae ontribution to the free energy. Last term is due to
the applied eletri eld E ating on the eletri polarisation P. Here A, B, and
D are usual parameters of the Landau free energy expansion, E is an eletri
eld, δ is a surfae parameter dened by, see in [24℄:
1
δ
=
5J − 4Js
a0J
(2)
where J is a ferroeletri interation onstant in the bulk, Js is a ferroeletri
interation onstant on the surfae, a0 is the bulk lattie onstant. In (2) it is
assumed for simpliity that the bulk lattie struture is a ubi one. Note that
the limit δ = 0 orresponds to strong (anti-) ferroeletri interations on the
surfae of the partile. On the other hand for strong bulk ferro- (antiferro-)
interations J the onstant δ remains nite and nonzero. For the ferroeletri
partiles with J = Js the onstant δ is independent on the harateristi size of
the lm. In spherial partiles the onstant δ is dependent on the diameter d of
the partile:
1
δ
=
5
d
+
1
δm
[1− a0
d
] (3)
where δm is the extrapolation length for d =∞. As noted in [24℄, to get the
spatial distribution of the polarisation it is neessary to minimise the free energy
(1) for a given boundary onditions whih is diult to solve analytially. The
authors of [24℄ found the spatial distribution of polarisation numerially. We
have found this distribution analytially for very large values of the ratio
D
δ
,
for whih the surfae ontribution to the free energy (1) is minimised by zero
surfae polarisation.
3 Equations for the Soft Mode
The dynami equation for the generalized oordinate x has the form:
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m
∂2
∂t2
x+ Γ
∂
∂t
x = −q(δF
δP
− ∂
∂r
δF
δP
) = qEeff (4)
where Eeff is an eetive eletri eld ating on the harge q, here P = q.x
is the polarisation dependent in the position r in the partile. Using the free
energy F form from (1) we nd that the equation of motion (4) has the form:
m
∂2
∂t2
x+ Γ
∂
∂t
x = qE + q(−AP −BP 3 +D(∂
2P
∂r2
+
2
r
∂P
∂r
)) (5)
It is onvenient to introdue the mass m∗ related to the harge q and the
relaxation onstant Γ related to the harge q:
Γ∗ =
Γ
q2
(6)
m∗ =
m
q2
The equation of motion (5) has now the form using (6):
m∗
∂2
∂t2
P + Γ∗
∂
∂t
P = E −AP −BP 3 +D(∂
2P
∂r2
+
2
r
∂P
∂r
) (7)
The form (7) of the equation of motion is the form whih we will use in next
setions. The boundary ondition for a partile with the diameter d has the
form [24℄:
∂P
∂r
+
P
δ
= 0 (8)
at the surfae r = d2 . It is further assumed that the polarisation P(r) in (7)
remains nite at the entre of the partile limr→0 P (r) < ∞. Note, that the
equation (8) is an algebrai equation relating the P value at the point r = d2 ,
and the
∂P
∂r
value at the same point. In the limit
δ
D
= 0, the surfae boundary
ondition is P (r = d2 ) = 0. This boundary ondition will be used in this paper.
This ondition is also ompatible with existene of the surfae layer with zero
eletri polarization (dead layer) whih may exist around the polarized region
of the partile.
4 Polarisation Mode in the Paraeletri Phase
The fourth-order term in the free energy (1) may be negleted in the mode
analysis if the temperature T is above the Curie-Weiss temperature Tc at whih
the paraeletri phase transforms to the ferroeletri one. In our model above,
the free energy orresponds to a displaive type of ferroeletris whih undergo
a seond order phase transition desribed by a one dimensional order parameter
P. The order-disorder ase has to be treated in another way.
In the free energy F the onstant A is of an obvious form A = a1(T − Tc),
with the positive onstant a1 > 0. Let us assume that our partile of the
spherial shape is under inuene of the time dependent spatially homogeneous
eletri eld E = Eω. exp(jωt) osillating with the frequeny ω, here j is an
imaginary unit. Thus we assume that the wavelength of the eletri eld is
9
muh larger than the partile harateristi size. Then eletri polarisation
P = P (r). exp(jωt) has an amplitude, omplex in general, whih is dependent
on the position in the partile, and its time dependene is of the same type as
of the external eletri eld. The dynami equation of motion (7) has the form
of a seond order dierential equation for the polarisation P (r):
(−m∗ω2 + jΓ∗ω +A)P (r) = Eω +D(∂
2P
∂r2
+
2
r
∂P
∂r
) (9)
Substituting P (r) = 1√
r
u(r) into the equation (9), where u(r) is an unknown
funtion, we nd the following form of the equation of motion (9) for u(r) :
(−m∗ω2 + jΓ∗ω +A)u(z) = Eω(
√
d
2
)
√
z +
D
(d2 )
2
(
∂2u
∂r2
+
1
z
∂
∂r
u(z)− (
1
2 )
2
z2
u(z))
(10)
Here r = z d2 where the variable z, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1, was introdued. The
orresponding boundary ondition has a simple form. At the entre of the
sphere the polarisation remains nite limr→0
u(r)√
r
<∞. At the surfae we have
u(z = 1) = 0. To solve the equation of motion (10) let us start from the
well-known Bessel equation of the form [41℄ and [42℄:
∂2u
∂r2
+
1
z
∂
∂r
u(z)− (
1
2 )
2
z2
u(z) = −b2u(z) (11)
The equation (11) has as its solution the Bessel funtions J± 12 (λiz), where
b2 ≡ λ2i . The root λi is dened as that point for whih the Bessel funtion
vanishes J± 12 (λi) = 0.
The equation of the motion (10) for the order parameter P(r) in its trans-
formed form P (r) = 1√
r
u(r) has the solution u(r) =
∑i=∞
i=1 aiJ+ 12
(λiz) where
z is expressed through r as it is given above, whih is nite in the entre of
the sphere r = 0 due to the fat that the relevant Bessel funtions J+ 12 (λiz)
in the orresponding limit are nite for every i, limz→0
J
+1
2
(λiz)
√
z
=
√
2λi
pi
. Note
that one nds limz→0
J
−
1
2
(λiz)√
z
=∞, and thus the Bessel funtions J− 12 (λiz) do
not satisfy the ondition of the nite solution in the entre of the sphere. It
is well known, that the roots for the Bessel funtion J+ 12
(λi) = 0 are λi = ipi.
Expanding in (10) also the square root of z into Bessel funtions:
√
z =
i=∞∑
i=1
biJ+ 12
(λiz), (12)
where bi = −
√
2pi√
λi
(−1)i, we nd that the expansion oeients ai have the
form:
ai =
−Eω
√
d
2 (
√
2pi√
λi
(−1)i)
−m∗ω2 + jΓ∗ω +A+ 4pi2Di2
d2
(13)
The spae dependene of the eletri polarisation P(r) is given by:
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P (r) = χ(r, ω)Eω (14)
onerning the amplitude of the polarisation. Here χ(r, ω) is the r-dependent
suseptibility:
χ(r, ω) =
1
r
i=∞∑
i=1
d
pii
(−1)i+1 sin(2piri
d
)
−m∗ω2 + jΓ∗ω +A+ 4pi2Di2
d2
(15)
whih is of a multirelaxation type. As we see, in (15) there is an innite
number of the osillator-like ontributions with the orresponding damping, and
there exists a phase shift between the mode ontributions, whih is r-dependent.
Note, that at the entre of the partile the suseptibility remains nite.
5 Dynami and Stati Suseptibility
The dynami suseptibility χ(ω) for the partile as a whole is that suseptibility,
whih we obtain from (15) by summing up the ontributions over dierent po-
sitions within the sphere, relating this quantity to a unit volume of the partile:
χ(ω) =
1
V
∫ d
2
0
χ(r, ω)4pir2dr =
i=∞∑
i=1
6
(pii)2
m∗(ω2i − ω2) + jΓ∗ω
(16)
Here V = pid
3
6 is the volume of the partile. We see that the strength of
every osillator ontribution dereases in the power law, i.e. as i−2, for i (an
integer) inreasing.
The osillator resonane frequeny ωi is given by:
ω2i =
1
m∗
(A+
4pi2i2D
d2
) (17)
We see that dierent resonane frequenies inrease as i2 , and the last term
in (17) dereases as d2 with inreasing diameter d. The relaxation onstant
remains unhanged.
Stati suseptibility may be easily found from (16) and has the form:
χstat =
1
V
∫ d
2
0
χ(r, ω = 0)4pir2dr =
i=∞∑
i=1
6
(pii)2
m∗ω2i
(18)
The limits of zero frequeny and of volume average are interhangeable lim-
iting proesses due to the nite volume of the partile. It an be easily seen
from (18) that the stati suseptibility is no more of the simple Curie-Weiss
type whih would orrespond to the rst term in the sum.
The ritial transition temperature Tc(d) an be found from the lowest fre-
queny mode, the soft mode, and it is given by:
Tc(d) = Tc,∞ − 4pi
2D
a1d2
(19)
It inreases to its bulk value Tc,∞ quadratially with the inrease of the parti-
le diameter d. There is a size driven phase transition with a dereasing diameter
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d. For the diameter lower than the ritial diameter d ≤ dc ≡ 2pi
√
D
a1Tc,∞
the
ferroeletri phase vanishes.
6 Comparison with Experiments
We have ompared the theoretial dependene (19) found in this paper for the
ritial temperature dependene on the diameter d of the partile with exper-
imental dependene of the ritial temperature on the partile diameter for
PbT iO3 and BaT iO3 partiles. Experimental results for PbT iO3 are found
from the measurements in [16℄. The authors of [16℄ used a theoretial formula
Tc∞−Tc(d) = C(d−dc) , where they have found the onstant C, C = 588.5oC nm,
and the value for the ritial diameter d of the partile dc = 12.6 nm to t the
experimental points. Thus they have found that there exists a ritial diame-
ter below whih there is no ferroeletriity. Experimental results for BaT iO3
are based on the measurements in [18℄ and used in [24℄. They were desribed
by the theoretial formula Tc(d) = Tc∞ − 6D,δAd where D, is onneted with the
orrelation length ζ: D, = ζ2a1 | T − Tc |, a1 is the oeient from the Landau
expansion, d is the diameter of partile. The ritial diameter was found to be
44 nm theoretially and 115 nm experimentally for BaT iO3. The same authors
have found that for PbT iO3 the value is 4.2 nm (theoretial value) and 13.8 nm
(experimental value from [16℄) and 9.1 nm (experimental value from [24℄). It is
interesting that Glinhuk et al. [40℄ obtained a formula for the ritial temper-
ature Tc(d) dependene on the diameter of a partile by a variational method
whih has the form Tc(d) = Tc,∞(1 − dLd − dλd−dc ) where dL is the orrelation
diameter renormalized by the surfae tension, dc is the orrelation diameter
renormalized by the surfae tension and by the depolarisation eld and dλ is a
parameter. As we an see, the surfae tensions and depolarisation elds lead to
the dependenes of the ritial temperature used in the papers above as theoret-
ial formulas for tting the experimental points. Our alulations in this paper
of the ritial temperature dependene on the partile diameter are exat. It
is known that variational alulations always lead to a higher free energy than
exat alulations, thus our formula (19) (depolarisation eld is assumed to be
zero) whih leads to
1
d2
dependene instead the Glinhuk et al
1
d
dependene, is
expeted to be better for negleted depolarisation eets. If the depolarisation
eets are taken into aount we may expet that a onstant dm in our formula
(19) will be introdued in
1
(d−dm)2 instead of
1
d2
, as a similar dependene is
found in the Glinhuk et al. formula. This leads to the following tting formula
for the ritial transition temperature Tc(d):
Tc(d) = Tc,∞(1− d
2
o
(d− dm)2 ) (20)
This formula is expeted to orrespond to the Glinhuk et al. formula [40℄
in some sense. In this formula, the depolarisation and surfae tension eets are
taken into aount for diameters near the orresponding orrelation diameter.
Our above-given results were obtained using the exat alulation of the polar-
isation prole indued by an external eletri eld in the paraeletri phase for
the large
D
δ
limit. The dependenes from (20) with
1
(d−dm)2 and from (19)
1
d2
are tted to the experimental data for PbT iO3 , see Figure (1), and for BaT iO3
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, see Figure (2). Far the best t - the urve (1), is suh in whih we are tak-
ing the ritial temperature Tc,∞, the parameter do and the parameter dm as
tting parameters aording to (20). We have tted this dependene (20) also
using the ritial temperature as a xed parameter taking the values from the
experiment and tting the parameter do and the parameter dm. We have found
that suh a t is still better than the t using the formula (19), see the urves
(2) and (3) respetively in Figure (1) and Figure (2).
Critial temperature Tc in degrees Celsius (we are using degrees Celsius a-
ording to available experimental points) dependene on diameter d of partiles
for PbT iO3 is in Figure (1). Theoretial urves are: urve (1) for Tc,∞, do
and dm as tting parameters (we have found Tc,∞ = 511.5oC, do = 4.8 nm
and dm = 7.3 nm with quality of tting proedure given by R
2 = 0.811 and
dc = 12.1 nm), urve (2) for Tc,∞ and do as tting parameters with dm = 0 (we
have found Tc,∞ = 519.0o C and do = 7.5 nm with R2 = 0.8024 and dc = 7.5
nm), urve (3) for do as a tting parameter and dm = 0 (we have found do = 5.9
nm with R2 = 0.6425 and dc = do) with Tc,∞ xed to 500.0oC. In [16℄ regrard-
ing PbT iO3 eramis the diameter orresponding to our dm diameter is found to
be 12.6 nm, ompared to our dead layer width 7.3 nm in Figure (1). The ritial
diameter orresponding to our dc was not evaluated in [16℄. Note that the dead
layer diameter (=2 x dead layer radius) is in [16℄ interpreted as a ritial size
below whih ferroeletriity beomes unstable.
Critial temperature Tc in Kelvins (aording to available experimental points
we are using Kelvins) dependene on the diameter of partiles - BaT iO3. Theo-
retial urves are: urve (1) for Tc,∞, do and dm as tting parameters (we have
found Tc,∞ = 390.1 K, do = 12.1 nm and dm = 92.8 nm with a quality of the
tting proedure given by R2 = 0.9938 and with dc = 104.9 nm), urve (2) for
Tc,∞ and do as tting parameters with dm = 0 (we have found Tc,∞ = 410.2
K and do = 56.5 nm with R
2 = 0.7768 and dc = do), urve (3) for do as a
tting parameter with xed Tc,∞ = 391.0 K from [24℄ and dm = 0 nm (we have
found do = 49.4 nm with R
2 = 0.6940 and dc = do). In [24℄ the theoretially
predited value of the ritial diameter is 44 nm and experimentally found 115
nm, they should be ompared to our 104.9 nm for the urve (1), 56.5 nm for
the urve (2) and 49.4 nm for the urve (3). We see that our value of the
ritial diameter from the urve (1) is near the experimental value. Our values
for urves (2) and (3) are near the theoretial value (for whih there no dead
layer was assumed in [24℄). In [34℄ on dense BaT iO3 eramis with grain size
dereasing from 1200 to 50 nm, the authors have found strong support for the
existene of an intrinsi size eet. From the experimental trends the ritial
size for disappearane of ferroeletriity has been evaluated to be from 10 nm
to 30 nm. The strong depression of the relative permittivity observed for the
nanorystalline eramis an be asribed to the ombination of the intrinsi size
eet and of the size-dependent dilution eet of a grain boundary dead layer.
We have found that the quantity dm has the value 92.8 nm for the urve (1).
This quantity, whih ontributes to the total diameter of the partile, leads to
the part of the diameter whih orresponds to polar region with d=11.9 nm for
the ritial diameter dc = 104.9 nm whih we have found, see Figure (2). Thus,
if we identify dm with the dead layer diameter, then we see that the ritial
diameter found by our tting proedure is 3 to 10 times larger than that found
experimentally.
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7 Conlusions
A phase transition in a spheroidal partile from paraeletri to ferroeletri
phase as well as dynami suseptibility are aeted by the spheroidal shape
of ferroeletri partiles. This shape leads to many resonane frequenes in the
dynami suseptibility. Soures of the observed ompliated multirelaxation be-
haviour of the dynami suseptibility in ferroeletri-dieletri omposites are
of a dierent type, the shape of partiles in miroomposites is one of them. In
our model in this paper we assume that the surfae harges are ompensated. In
general, there is a dierent polarisation at the surfae of the partile from than
in the bulk. The spheroidal shape does not lead to plane polarisation waves
due to the surfae eet: the boundary onditions in a spheroidal partile with
a surfae layer lead to a multirelaxation response. We have found that for the
surfae boundary ondition P = 0 on the surfae there is an innite number
of the responding modes as well as innite number of resonane frequenies.
We have found formulas whih enable to disuss the eets of the ferroeletri
partile shape (spheroid) on its dieletri response. First we desribed a model
from whih we have found the dynami dieletri funtion within the quasistati
approximation. Dynami equations for the order parameter, the eletri polar-
isation vetor omponent, were found. We disussed the paraphase properties
of the dieletri response of the partile. The Cole-Cole diagram is not of the
semiirle form. The stati suseptibility within the paraphase is disussed. It
does not have the Curie-Weiss like behaviour as in the bulk.
The transition temperature dereases with the dereasing diameter d of the
partile quadratially. We disussed our theoretial results omparing them
with experimental results for the ritial temperature diameter dependene in
PbT iO3 and in BaT iO3. We have found that the formula Tc(d) = Tc,∞(1 −
d2o
(d−dm)2 ) where Tc,∞ is a tting parameter in general together with do and dm,
the last parameter is a parameter desribing the dead layer thikness.
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Figure 1: Critial temperature Tc in degrees Celsius (aording to experimental
points - full triangles) dependene on diameter of partiles - PbT iO3. Theoret-
ial urves are: (1) for Tc,∞, do and dm as tting parameters, (2) for Tc,∞ and
do as tting parameters with dm = 0 nm, (3) for do as a tting parameter with
Tc,∞ = 500oC and dm = 0 nm.
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Figure 2: Critial temperature Tc in Kelvins (aording to experimental points -
full traingles) dependene on diameter of partiles - BaT iO3. Theoretial urves
are: (1) for Tc,∞, do and dm as tting parameters, (2) for Tc,∞ and do as tting
parameters with dm = 0 nm, (3) for do as a tting parameter with Tc,∞ = 391
K and dm = 0 nm.
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